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ADAM IRWIN
DIRECTOR, GLOBAL INVESTIGATIONS
Adam Irwin is responsible for managing Arcanum’s Global Investigations Group, including all areas of intelligence
collection and analysis as well as supporting executive leadership in client engagement and establishing operational
best practices within the organization, including project management and quality assurance of deliverables.
Mr. Irwin brings a wealth of expertise and experience, which he has gained throughout his twelve-year career in law
enforcement, having worked at both strategic and tactical levels. Prior to joining Arcanum, Mr. Irwin was a Senior
Manager with the U.K.’s lead law enforcement agency, the National Crime Agency (NCA), where he provided strategic
leadership to projects and operations using an in-depth knowledge of threats and opportunities in the NCA’s domestic
and international operating environment. He was also responsible for leading the design and delivery of new
intelligence and operations capabilities as part of the Agency’s intelligence-led, digitally-driven Transformation
Program. In addition, he was responsible for liaising with foreign law enforcement agencies on behalf of the British
government.
Mr. Irwin’s work included establishing a new intelligence operating model for the NCA to optimize the exploitation and
sharing of all-source intelligence, to drive effective operational interventions, to better understand tactical activity and
consequent strategic impact as well as to close the gap between information and intelligence gathered in the field,
central exploitation and analysis. He also worked on a national law enforcement campaign, where he fielded a Concept
Capability Demonstrator to realize previously unseen intelligence insights. Mr. Irwin has particular expertise in digital
intelligence and has previously led work in the NCA to transform intelligence practices and to deliver capabilities,
training and tradecraft, as well as working practices to maximize the value of internet-related information and other
data-rich collection sources in the fight against serious and organized crime. In 2017, he was appointed to the judging
panel of the U.K.'s inaugural National Digital Intelligence and Investigation Awards.
Mr. Irwin holds a Master of Science (MSc) degree in Police Leadership and Management, awarded with Merit by the
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University of Leicester and a Certificate in Legal Studies (Cert. Leg. Stud.) from the Open University. He is a Fellow of
the Westminster Abbey Institute having previously been selected for enrollment in the Institute's 2015 – 2016 “Fellows
Programme” – a unique personal development initiative for aspiring senior leaders in public service with the potential
to achieve high office. Mr. Irwin was mentored throughout the program by former Head of the British army, General
Lord Richard Dannatt.
He is based in the Company’s London offices.
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